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Abstract

Reliable climate projections are essential for adaptation and mitigation planning. We compare CMIP6 projections for tempera-

ture and precipitation to CMIP5 for northern Europe, central Europe and the Mediterranean. The CMIP6 ensemble shows an

increased projected summer warming compared to CMIP5. Central Europe was also found to have a stronger drying trend in

the summer months in CMIP6. We show that warmer projected summer temperatures are largely driven by CMIP6 sampling

higher global climate sensitivities, with broadly similar regional responses to these. For those interested in central estimates

of European changes, CMIP6 does not change the existing CMIP5 picture but better samples higher end change for more

risk adverse users. However, regional sensitivity is important in central Europe where it accounts for roughly 40$\%$ of the

differences between ensembles in projected regional temperature. This analysis raises an important question about whether

CMIP6 can be considered to supersede CMIP5, or supplement it
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Key Points:5

• The CMIP6 ensemble projects greater warming in the summer for all European6

regions than CMIP5.7

• CMIP6 shows a clearer and more consistent increased summer drying trend in cen-8

tral Europe with increasing global temperatures.9

• Our results suggest that using a combination of CMIP5 and CMIP6 in assessing10

the risks posed by global warming to European regions may provide a more com-11

plete picture.12
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Abstract13

Reliable climate projections are essential for adaptation and mitigation planning. We14

compare CMIP6 projections for temperature and precipitation to CMIP5 for northern15

Europe, central Europe and the Mediterranean. The CMIP6 ensemble shows an increased16

projected summer warming compared to CMIP5. Central Europe was also found to have17

a stronger drying trend in the summer months in CMIP6.18

We show that warmer projected summer temperatures are largely driven by CMIP619

sampling higher global climate sensitivities, with broadly similar regional responses to20

these. For those interested in central estimates of European changes, CMIP6 does not21

change the existing CMIP5 picture but better samples higher end change for more risk22

adverse users. However, regional sensitivity is important in central Europe where it ac-23

counts for roughly 40% of the differences between ensembles in projected regional tem-24

perature. This analysis raises an important question about whether CMIP6 can be con-25

sidered to supersede CMIP5, or supplement it26

Plain Language Summary27

It is important to have reliable projections of the future climate for both mid-century28

and the end of century to allow countries to adapt to climate change. Ensembles of cli-29

mate models are used to construct projections of future climate and to quantify how con-30

fident scientists are about what they can tell us.31

New data from a new ensemble of climate models called CMIP6 has been released.32

We find that the CMIP6 projections compared to the previous ensemble (CMIP5) pre-33

dict higher summer temperatures Europe. The trend of drier summers (decreased amounts34

of precipitation) in central Europe is also slightly stronger in CMIP6 than CMIP5. Many35

of the CMIP6 models have a higher sensitivity to changes in greenhouse gases in the at-36

mosphere, causing them to project greater global warming. We find that while this in-37

crease in global warming accounts for much of the increased summer temperatures in38

Europe for CMIP6, differences in the regional sensitivity of the models accounts for about39

40% of the increased warming in central Europe. These new projections from CMIP640

show that higher summer temperatures may occur in Europe due to global warming than41

previously considered likely, which will need to be taken into account for planning adap-42

tation.43

1 Introduction44

1.1 Rationale and Motivation45

Robust climate projections are needed for strategic adaptation and mitigation plan-46

ning at the global, regional and national level. Inferences about robustness are heavily47

influenced by what is learnt about future climate change from multi-model ensembles,48

which can be used to sample the known uncertainties in climate change responses due49

to intrinsic variability, structural differences in the models and different socio-economic50

pathways.51

A new generation of climate models provides an opportunity to assess if the new52

developments in the latest Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) ensemble53

(CMIP6), changes the picture regarding what is know about climate projections for Eu-54

rope. Previous generations of ensembles such as CMIP3 and CMIP5 have not lead to55

much change in the overall projections (Kumar et al., 2014; Knutti & Sedláček, 2013),56

despite improvements in the model science and better integrated earth systems models.57

Early indications are that CMIP6 may be different in this regard with a number of mod-58

els showing much higher climate sensitivity e.g. (Forster et al., 2020). These new mod-59

els may have a large impact on projected climate responses for European regions and60
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it is unknown to what extent our picture of the known risks of global warming may be61

changed in regions already considered climate change ’hot spots’ such as the the Mediter-62

ranean (Lionello & Scarascia, 2018; Giorgi, 2006).63

The analysis presented here was carried out as part of the European Climate Pre-64

diction Project (EUCP), which has an overarching objective to develop a European re-65

gional ensemble prediction system that is designed to support practical and strategic cli-66

mate adaption and mitigation on a range of scales from local to global. This study con-67

tributes to the the aims of the EUCP project by investigating how the CMIP6 ensem-68

ble impacts on the European projection range and the uncertainties in climate response69

in the main project regions, compared to CMIP5.70

A further question that has yet to be answered regarding the CMIP6 ensemble is71

how this data set should be viewed in relation to CMIP5 for Europe? If the CMIP6 model72

represents a step change in our understanding of the physical processes that drive cli-73

mate change responses, should the projections from this new ensemble replace CMIP574

or should our understanding of uncertainty in the future climate response be sampled75

from a combination of CMIP5 and CMIP6?76

1.2 Regional and Global CMIP6 Projections77

While there is a large body of literature comparing previous CMIP ensembles, stud-78

ies for CMIP5 and CMIP6 are only recently beginning to emerge. There are many dif-79

ferences in the CMIP6 model processes, in particular the representation of clouds, in the80

model physics (Zelinka et al., 2020). There is however considerable debate in the climate81

modelling community about the greater surface warming from these models and the plau-82

sibility of the model projections from the models with an ECS higher the IPCC AR5 likely83

range (66 % probability) (IPCC, 2013). These studies so far suggest that while the higher84

warming predicted by the CMIP6 ensemble may be considered unlikely it should not be85

discounted and projections at the regional scale need to be investigated further. In this86

study we address the impacts on the picture at the regional scale in Europe. Questions87

regarding the likelihood or plausibility of some of the CMIP6 models are beyond the scope88

of this study.89

2 Materials and Methods90

The models from CMIP6 and CMIP5 that are included can be viewed in the sup-91

plementary material. The experiments in CMIP archives represent a core strand of ev-92

idence that informs adaptation (and mitigation) planning. The CMIP5 and CMIP6 sce-93

narios are based on Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (van Vuuren et al.,94

2011). In this study we focus on the highest emission scenario (RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5), from95

which we expect to see the strongest climate signal and therefore the clearest basis for96

comparison. We note that although the RCPs and SSPs scenarios have nominally equiv-97

alent forcing level in 2100, the actual forcing levels are shown by (Ribes et al., n.d.) to98

be somewhat higher in SSPs. This discrepancy between the two scenarios can be expected99

to contribute to differences between the overall global warming level, in addition to any100

differences that occur due to differences in model sensitivities between the two ensem-101

bles.102

We use a baseline period of 1995-2014 and two future periods: 2041-60 (mid cen-103

tury) and 2081-2100 (end of century. These time periods have been selected for consis-104

tency with IPCC analyses (IPCC, 2012) and existing EUCP analyses (e.g. (Brunner et105

al., 2020)). We focus on season averages for JJA and DJF.106

The regions we use in this study refer to SREX regions (IPCC, 2012), (Brunner107

et al., 2020)) for northern Europe (North Europe), central Europe (central Europe) and108
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Figure 1. Projections of average summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) temperature change

for CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles. Baseline: 1995-2014. Mid-century: 2041-2060. End of

century:2081-2100. Boxes show the interquartile range and whiskers are at 10th and 90th per-

centiles.

the Mediterranean, with a focus on summer (JJA) and winter (DJF). The model data109

was regridded onto a 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ grid and land-sea mask applied as used in (Brunner et110

al., 2020), using a standard nearest neighbour interpolation111

We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample, two sided test (KS two-sample test)112

to determine whether the difference between the CMIP5 and CMIP6 projections are con-113

sidered significant at 95% confidence. This test has been applied with the caveat that114

the individual model projections in each sample cannot be considered to be truly inde-115

pendent due significant amounts of shared code between the models (Sanderson et al.,116

2015a),(Sanderson et al., 2015b).117

3 Results118

3.1 Near surface temperature119

In the winter the differences between the CMIP5 and CMIP6 projections at the120

regional scale are small for all European regions. In the summer the CMIP6 ensemble121

projects a warmer range of temperatures than the CMIP5 ensemble in all regions. The122

change in projected temperature for the CMIP6 ensemble (compared to CMIP5) for sum-123

mer is statistically significant (P < or = 0.05, see table for KS tests in supplementary124

material) in the central Europe and the Mediterranean regions by mid-century (see fig-125
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Figure 2. Projections of average summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) precipitation change

for CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles. Baseline: 1995-2014. Mid-century: 2041-2060. End of

century:2081-2100. Boxes show the interquartile range, whiskers are at the 10th and 90th per-

centile.

ure 1 a)) and this difference has increased by the end of century (figure 1 b)). Projected126

temperature differences between MIPs in the northern Europe region are smaller for sum-127

mer than the other two regions and were not found to be statistically significant. End128

of century projections for the central Europe and the Mediterranean regions show an in-129

creased interquartile range for both ensembles compared to mid-century (Figure 1 a) and130

b)).131

In the winter, central Europe and the Mediterranean do see higher median tem-132

peratures projected in CMIP6 (figure 1 c) and d)), but these changes are smaller than133

in the summer (with the Mediterranean showing the largest increase in mean of approx-134

imately 0.5 degrees, compared to about 1.5 degrees in JJA) by end of century. The over-135

all projected range for the Mediterranean and central Europe areas are almost unchanged.136

No statistically significant differences were found between the ensembles for winter tem-137

perature projections in for mid-century or end of century.138

Overall the difference between the MIPs are clearer by the end of century due to139

a stronger climate signal and larger signal to noise. Where there are differences between140

the MIPs these are usually already apparent by mid-century however.141
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3.2 Precipitation142

Precipitation changes are important for central Europe and the Mediterranean re-143

gions, where further drying may have significant impacts on agriculture. In previous stud-144

ies higher temperature projections for central Europe and the Mediterranean are also145

linked to greater drying in these regions ((Lionello et al., 2012; Lionello & Scarascia, 2018)146

(IPCC, 2013)). We show here that there is a large reduction in the projected range of147

precipitation change in the summer CMIP6 ensemble for northern Europe and central148

Europe regions (figure 2a) and b)), which is projected for both mid-century and end of149

century. For winter the difference in all regions between CMIP5 and CMIP6 is small,150

for mid-century and whilst there is a suggestion that CMIP6 projects wetter conditions151

in northern and central Europe by the end of the century, neither can be excluded as be-152

ing statistically different (see table for KS tests in the supplementary material) from the153

earlier CMIP5 responses by the end of century (figure 2 c) and d)).154

CMIP6 suggests a clearer shift to drier conditions in northern Europe in summer,155

however, these differences can not be said to be statistically different from the prior CMIP5156

distribution. The difference between MIPs is only statistically significant by the end of157

century for the combined regions. The reduced range of predictions for northern Europe158

in the summer is not significant. While the difference for northern Europe is not found159

to be significant it does also indicate more of a trend in the northern Europe of a neu-160

tral or slight drying response to regional warming in the CMIP6 projections.161

3.3 Global change vs regional changes162

Where CMIP6 projections diverge from the existing CMIP5, it is helpful to under-163

stand whether the differences arise mainly due to differences in the global mean response164

of the models between the two ensembles, or differences in regional responses. In Fig-165

ure 3 we show scatter plots of the relationship between the regional temperature and pre-166

cipitation response to global mean warming in each ensemble (for both mid and end of167

century responses). These plots help identify where the differences arise due to differ-168

ent global warming responses (indicated by differences along the x-axis) or the regional169

sensitivity to the global warming (indicated by the slope and spread of responses for a170

given warming. etc).The bottom two plots of Figure 3 ( d) and h)), show the normalised171

projected changes in summer temperature and precipitation for end of century (regional172

change per global ◦C),these plots further help to identify where regional changes occur173

in addition to those caused by the global temperature increase.174

For summer temperature (left panels a) to c), 3) the regional temperature response175

is largely a function of the global warming change, in both ensembles. The small ver-176

tical spread, for a given global temperature change, is indicative of this. For summer tem-177

perature,the warmer shift towards higher regional responses in CMIP6 relative to CMIP5178

appears to be driven largely by the large global warming responses. The similar slopes179

and widths of the relationships in figure 3 (left panels a) to c)) suggest that the relation-180

ship between regional and global responses remain similar between the two ensembles181

for NEU and MED. A small difference in the linear regression slope for CEU indicates182

a slightly higher regional warming response relative to the global in CMIP6 than in CMIP5.183

the warmer projected regional temperatures in northern and central Europe can be linked184

to these larger global warming responses in CMIP6.185

Whilst individual quantiles visually differ for temperature in Figure 3d), for most186

regions there is no consistent shift between the two ensembles, across the quantiles. Cen-187

tral Europe, however, shows consistently larger normalised temperature response across188

all the quantiles, highlighting a change in the regional sensitivity consistent with the dif-189

ferences in slope identified in Figure 3b). These normalised differences between MIPs190

were statistically significant in central Europe, by mid-century and have increased by end191

of century (mid-century P = 0.05 and end of century P = 0.03). What is apparent192
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Figure 3. Left panel a)-c): Regional seasonal (summer) temperature change by Mid-century

and End of century(2080-2100) with annual global temperature change. Left panel d): Pro-

jections of average seasonal (summer and winter) normalised temperature change (change per

◦C) for CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles. Baseline: 1995-2014. Mid-century: 2041-2060. End of

century:2081-2100. Boxes show the interquartile range, whiskers are at 10th and 90th percentiles

Right panel e)-g):Regional seasonal (summer) precipitation change by End of century(2080-2100)

with annual global temperature change. Right panel h): Projections of average seasonal (summer

and winter) normalised precipitation change (change per ◦C) for CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles.
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Table 1. Simple statistics values for temperature and precipitation for simple model, shown

as percentage of Y (total mean regional change) from the Slope (S) and mean global change (X).

Tables showing all values are in the supplementary material.

Temperature (tas) Precipitation

Region Slope % Global % Slope % Global %

NEU 21 79 98 2

CEU 42 58 71 29

MED 7 93 67 33

(from all panels, 3) is that CMIP6 explores a number of larger global warming responses193

compared to CMIP5, particularly at end of century.194

There is more scatter in the relationship in the right panels showing the regional195

precipitation response to global temperature (figure 3e) - g)). Both ensembles show a196

similar overall response, with summer precipitation decreasing in response to increas-197

ing global mean temperatures. The difference in slope between the two ensembles is vis-198

ibly greater than for temperature indicating that there is a larger difference between MIPs199

in their regional responses.200

The summer precipitation change per ◦C global warming (Figure 3 h)), has sim-201

ilar median values for CMIP5 and CMIP6 for most regions and timescales. CMIP6 pro-202

jections are largely consistent with CMIP5 in terms of central estimates of the projected203

changes. The most evident difference between the two ensembles is the narrow spread204

of the projected range for northern and central Europe in CMIP6. This smaller range205

of projected changes is an interesting result, as it suggests a more confident picture of206

future precipitation change in both regions. The differences between the two normalised207

ensembles in nearly all cases are not significant.208

To attempt to quantify the contribution of the regional sensitivity, compared to that209

of the global temperature change, to the total regional projected summer temperature210

change, we applied a simple statistical model to the end of century projections. This model211

is based on equation 1.212

Y ≈ XS (1)213

Where Y is the mean regional change, X is the mean global change and S is the214

slope of the linear regression line shown in figure 3 (which was forced through the ori-215

gin). The slope is taken to represent the contribution of the regional sensitivity to the216

overall regional change.This simple statistical model is able to capture the differences217

in regional mean responses, within both MIPs, to the first order (see tables in the sup-218

plementary material).219

We can now assess the relative importance of either differences in the global response220

(represented by global mean temperature differences) or the regional sensitivity (cap-221

tured by the Figure 3 regression slope) in explaining the CMIP6/CMIP5 differences in222

the mean regional response, by substituting alternatively one or either of these terms.223

S was substituted (CMIP5 slope for CMIP6) and the difference between Y for the two224

ensembles was calculated. This was then repeated substituting X (the mean global tem-225

perature change). The estimated contribution to the total change for each region from226

the regional sensitivity (slope) and global mean changed is shown in table 1.227
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The results for temperature in table 1 confirm and help quantify what is seen vi-228

sually in Figure 3. For the Mediterranean the higher global sensitivity of the CMIP6 mod-229

els accounts for nearly all of the increase in projected temperature for this region. There230

is some regional sensitivity in northern Europe, but most of the change is due to the an-231

nual global temperature increase. In central Europe a significant percentage of the to-232

tal mean regional temperature anomaly is due to the regional sensitivity and this result233

warrants further investigation.234

The same model was applied to the precipitation results where equation 1 was found235

to be a good model of mean regional precipitation response in both ensembles (see sup-236

plementary material). The results in this case showed a considerably larger difference237

in S (regional sensitivity) than in X (global mean temperature change), these are sum-238

marised in table 1. The regional precipitation sensitivity to global temperature change239

has a larger degree of uncertainty than regional temperature as can be seen in the scat-240

ter and the projected ranges in in Figure 3.241

4 Discussion242

The differences between the CMIP5 and CMIP6 projections for the European re-243

gions are small for winter in all three regions, for both temperature and precipitation.244

In the summer, however higher temperatures are projected in all European regions, with245

the largest differences in central Europe and the Mediterranean; interquartile range and246

ensemble median is shifted towards greater projected warning in the central Europe and247

the Mediterranean by the end of century for CMIP6 and these differences are found to248

be statistically significant.249

For precipitation the projected range for summer precipitation is narrower in CMIP6250

than in CMIP5 . This is particularly the case for the northern Europe region where the251

upper quantile is reduced in CMIP6 by the end of century. The entire summer range of252

precipitation projections is also reduced in central Europe. CMIP5 and CMIP6 both show253

a overall trend for drying in summer for central and northern Europe with increasing global254

temperatures, this drying trend appears to be stronger in the CMIP6 ensemble for cen-255

tral Europe. There is a large degree of disagreement between individual models in both256

ensembles in the northern and central Europe regions in response to global temperature,257

where there is also disagreement on the sign of the change. The reduced ranges for CMIP6258

in central Europe and northern Europe may indicate a reduction in the uncertainty for259

precipitation projections.260

Our results show that regional increases in summer temperature projections for CMIP6261

are largely due to increases in the global mean warming response. The exception was in262

central Europe where the regional sensitivity was found to contribute approximately 40%263

to the difference between MIP’s central estimates. In contrast the differences in precip-264

itation projections were found to be due largely to the regional responses and processes265

that drive precipitation at a regional scale.266

Senerviratne and Hauser (2020) examined extreme regional temperature and pre-267

cipitation projections as a function of the global warming and they concluded that there268

was a quasi-linear response at a regional level for CMIP5 and CMIP6. In general the re-269

gional sensitivity was found to be very similar in CMIP5 and CMIP6 (as opposed to the270

Global sensitivity). Although we focus on mean temperature responses here our results271

are largely consistent with Seneviratne ans Hauser (2020) for Europe. In central Europe272

where other process changes such as soil moisture and atmospheric feedbacks in the CMIP6273

models may affect projections they also found some differences in regional sensitivity.274

Regional precipitation projections have always been more uncertain than temper-275

ature, due to differences in model representation of the local thermodynamic and dynamic276

drivers of rainfall. In northern and central Europe in particular, model differences in the277
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regional rainfall responses to global warming explain a larger fraction of the spread in278

future projections, in both ensembles. In northern Europe, reductions in the upper quan-279

tile of projected changes in CMIP6, suggests that the possibility of summer increases in280

rainfall is less likely. CMIP6 suggests that net summer rainfall in northern Europe is less281

likely to diverge from what has been historically observed, however it is not clear why.282

This could be due to improved model physics and representation of precipitation pat-283

terns, which may lead to greater confidence in these predictions but further investiga-284

tion is needed. CMIP6 suggests both a stronger but also a tighter range of projections285

for precipitation response in central Europe, pointing to a clearer shift to drier condi-286

tions than found in CMIP5.287

These results have a number of implications for assessing the risks and potential288

impacts of climate change. Whilst there are differences between CMIP5’s and CMIP6’s289

RCP8.5 emissions, which explain part of this increased warming (Ribes et al., n.d.), a290

substantial factor is thought to be differences in the climate sensitivity between the en-291

sembles. The global climate sensitivity is an emergent property of simulation of the un-292

derlying climate feedback processes (e.g. cloud, water vapour, albedo feedbacks). Emer-293

gence of larger climate sensitivities in CMIP6 compared to CMIP5 is unlikely to have294

arisen by chance sampling of the same underlying distribution (Flynn & Mauritsen, 2020)295

but is being linked to further development of the underlying cloud processes (Zelinka et296

al., 2020; Meehl et al., 2020), and aerosol-cloud interactions (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2019;297

Meehl et al., 2020; Wyser et al., 2020).298

For the regions and seasons where any differences between MIPs have been found299

to be largely driven by global temperature response, there may be no need to change the300

projection advice in light of new CMIP6 projections. Risk adverse users, however may301

want to sample simulations from the high CMIP6 end, as whilst these simulations can302

be considered less likely (in terms of their global climate sensitivity) they remain plau-303

sible samples (Meehl et al., 2020) of potential high end change.304

For other variables, where we have shown differences in regional sensitivity between305

CMIP5 and CMIP6, then users of climate projection data may want to take account of306

new information within CMIP6. The central Europe region is an example of this, show-307

ing changes in the MIP differences are regional sensitivity for both temperature (approx-308

imately 40% of the increase is due to regional processes) and precipitation (two thirds309

of the summer drying shift is due to regional processes)310

When using projections for variables/regions where CMIP6 identifies changes in311

the regional sensitivity, then there are questions about whether CMIP6 simulations should312

supersede CMIP5 or supplement it. The answer to this question is important, as it will313

strongly influence projected range of future climate, particularly in central Europe. We314

find that in many cases the regional responses in the two MIPs are similar and the dif-315

ferences in temperature are largely driven by an increase in global temperature in CMIP6.316

Where this is the case it may be reasonable to consider the two ensembles as from the317

same population (with a slightly larger magnitude of change in CMIP6). In some cases318

however the regional responses differ significantly which suggests a change in the way319

that regional processes are represented and the two ensembles should be treated sepa-320

rately.321

5 Conclusions322

The CMIP6 projections differ from CMIP5 in the summer, with warmer projec-323

tions (all regions) and narrower ranges of rainfall projections in northern and central Eu-324

rope. The magnitude of existing temperature changes indicate an increase in the sever-325

ity of the impact of global warming on the central Europe and the Mediterranean regions.326

This increase in projected warming is largely attributed to increased global sensitivity327
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in some of the CMIP6 models, in these cases the overall picture for European projections328

is largely the same with the upper end of the projections becoming more frequently sam-329

pled in CMIP6. However, in some cases a significant difference in the regional responses330

was found and in these cases the picture could be said to have changed. In our cases cen-331

tral Europe was found to show a significant increase in temperature projections for CMIP6332

and a higher degree of regional sensitivity. It is not clear why this is the case, but the333

impact of improved understanding of physical processes in these models on projections334

at the regional scale should not be ruled out at this stage and warrants further inves-335

tigation.336

A consideration for projections in Europe (and for other regional projections) is337

whether the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles should be considered as separate ensembles338

or if they can be combined as a single set of projections? Due to differences in the forc-339

ing for the two ensembles this may not always be an appropriate approach; however our340

results provide pointers to how combinations of the two ensembles can be used in assess-341

ing the risks posed by global warming.342
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